午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$468 (兩位用 for two persons)

精選三式點心
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

梅醬青檸焗肉排
Baked Spare Ribs with Plum Sauce and Lime

四川鮮蝦球
Stir-fried Prawns in Sichuan Style

銀杏珍珠耳浸時蔬
Poached Vegetables with Ginkgo and Black Fungus in Soup

薑葱叉燒撈麵
Braised Noodles with Shredded Pork, Ginger and Spring Onion in Abalone Sauce

精選甜品
Daily Dessert
午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$928 (四位用 for four persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

四川鮮蝦球
Stir-fried Prawns in Sichuan Style

腰果馬蹄炒雞片
Wok-fried Chicken Fillets with Cashew Nut and Water Chestnut

銀杏珍珠耳浸時蔬
Poached Vegetables with Ginkgo and Black Fungus in Soup

六福臨門蝦炒飯
Fried Rice with Shrimp and Shrimp Roe with Shrimp Paste

精選甜品
Daily Dessert

午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$1,688 (六位用 for six persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

清蒸沙巴龍蠔仔
Steamed Giant Garoupa

梅醬青檸焗肉排
Baked Spare Ribs with Plum Sauce and Lime

脆皮龍崗雞
Crispy-fried Chicken

榄菜乾煸四季豆
Sautéed Spring Beans with Minced Pork and Olive Leaf

瑤柱蛋白炒飯
Fried Rice with Conpoy and Egg White

精選甜品
Daily Dessert

茶芥或水 Chinese Tea / Water HK$22 每位 per person
另加一服務費 Prices are subject to 10% service charge
午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$468 (兩位用 for two persons)

精選三式點心
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef's Daily Soup

薑葱牛肉
Braised Sliced Beef with Ginger and Shallot

菜脯蛋煎帶子粒
Fried Egg with Preserved Radish and Diced Scallops

甜梅菜籠仔蒸時蔬
Steamed Preserved Vegetables with Seasonal Vegetables in a Bamboo Basket

迷你荷葉飯
Steamed Fried Rice with Dried Shrimp Wrapped in Lotus Leaf

精選甜品
Daily Dessert
午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$928 (四位用 for four persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

薑蔥牛肉煲
Braised Sliced Beef with Ginger and Shallot in Casserole

脆皮龍崗雞
Deep-fried Crispy Chicken

魚湯浸時蔬
Poached Seasonal Vegetables in Fish Soup

家豬蒸陳村粉
Steamed Thick Rice Noodles with Spare Ribs

精選甜品
Daily Dessert

午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$1,688 (六位用 for six persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

法邊豆炒龍躉球
Stir-fried Giant Garoupa Fillet and French Beans

薑蔥牛肉
Braised Sliced Beef with Ginger and Shallot

原籠紅棗羊肚菌蒸雞
Steamed Chicken with Red Date and Morel Mushroom

魚湯浸時蔬
Poached Seasonal Vegetables in Fish Soup

味菜牛柳絲炒麵
Fried Crispy Noodles with Shredded Beef and Preserved Vegetables

精選甜品
Daily Dessert

茶芥或水 Chinese Tea / Water HK$22 每位 per person
另加一服務費 Prices are subject to 10% service charge
午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$468 (兩位用 for two persons)

精選三式點心
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

欖角肉排
Deep-fried Pork Rib with Preserved Olive

西蘭花炒蝦仁
Stir-fried Raw Shrimps with Broccoli

琥珀甜酸猴頭菇
Sweet & Sour Hericium Mushrooms with Walnuts

雪菜肉絲炆米
Braised Rice Noodles with Pork Meat and Preserved Vegetables

精選甜品
Daily Dessert
午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$928 (四位用 for four persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

中式煎牛柳
Pan-fried Beef Fillets in Sweet and Sour Sauce

西蘭花炒帶子
Stir-fried Scallops with Broccoli

甜梅菜籠仔蒸時蔬
Steamed Preserved Vegetables with Seasonal Vegetables in a Bamboo Basket

添選甜品
Daily Dessert

午市行政套餐
Executive Lunch Set Menu
HK$1,688 (六位用 for six persons)

精選點心四式
Assorted Dim Sum

廚師老火湯
Chef’s Daily Soup

魚湯杞子浸龍躉球
Poached Giant Garoupa Fillet and Wolfberry in Fish Soup

欖角肉排
Deep-fried Pork Rib with Preserved Olive

西檸煎軟雞
Deep-fried Chicken Fillets in Lemon Sauce

鮮百合藕片炒野菌
Sautéed Fresh Lily and Lotus Roots with Wild Mushrooms

牛崧菜粒炒飯
Fried Rice with Minced Beef and Vegetables

精選甜品
Daily Dessert

茶芥或水 Chinese Tea / Water HK$22 每位 per person
另加一服務費 Prices are subject to 10% service charge